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Dedicated to:
Jeﬀ Goris, Jeﬀ Rothermich & Kirk Ferrell

In 2006, two friends came together to create a company.
The company was formed not only to provide a better way
for customers to manage their supply chains, but just as
importantly to create a successful and fun environment for
people to build careers and a better way of life.

This is the foundation on which Flat World was built.

It is our hope that this book reﬂects the tremendously positive
impact the company has had on so many people over the years.
We are all grateful for the opportunity to be a part of building
something as special as Flat World and we all look forward to
the future of this great company.
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WHO WE ARE

&
WHO WE ASPIRE TO BE
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BRICK WITH THE DOOR
BRICK WALL ACROSS THE WHOLE PAGE
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Cutting-Edge Technology
Team Member Count

| 92

Improved technology solutions to include Air2Post™. Flat World Holdings is honored
to be named one of the “Top Workplaces of 2018”! Recipient of the “5th Annual Arcus
Award for Achievement in Logistics”.
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Continuous Improvement
Team Member Count

| 78

Flat World Holding’s vision of continous improvement results in expansion of our
St. Louis Warehouse & Crating facility and an additional Warehouse & Distribution center in
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Atlanta, Georgia. Utilization of Pallet Builder and Container Optimizer to improve solution
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Team Member Count

| 32

EXCELLENCE IN EVERYTHING
Flat World Holdings is a family of businesses that helps turn your

201

Flat World Holdings Established

6

offerings.

supply chain into a strategic advantage. Service offering expansion to include

Improve solution offerings to include
international transportation
Team Member Count

| 29

Acquistition of Ram International & Ram Custom Crating

2015

Pangea™ & new Warehouse & Distribution Center - Dallas, Texas.

Flat World Supply Chain makes $2 million acquisition of 35 year old St. Louis
based international freight forwarder & customs house brokerage firm,

#1 Fastest Growing Privately
Held Company in St. Louis

| 24

in St. Louis. Proud recipient of “Inc5000 Fastest Growing Private Company”.

239% Revenue Growth
Team Member Count

| 21

70% Employee growth over 3 years
leads to office expansion
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012

Flat World Supply Chain the number “#1 fastest growing privately held firm”
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In 2014 St. Louis Business Journal named

20
1

Team Member Count
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Ram International. “2015 Leaders in Technology Honorees”

IDEA: There has to be a better way...
Flat World Supply Chain Established

200

FOCUS:
Building business relationships
& growing client base
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Team Member Count

20
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|4

Substantial increase in client
base leads to company growth
Team Member Count

|5

Established Partnership with Prologue Technology
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Prologue Technology was established in order
to provide customized technology solutions for

08

our customers.

Significantly improved
technology & Efficiency

2009

Team Member Count

|5

Showed Resiliency in times of economic downturn

FOCUS: Working ON the business,
not IN the business
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Team Member Count

|6

0
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FOCUS: Changing business operations
to improve efficiency
Team Member Count

|9

Formation of Flat World Hospitality
Flat World Hospitality Services, through strategic partnerships with Flat World
Supply Chain and Ram International, provides optimum solutions to challenging
projects through the use of cutting edge logistics technology.

EXCELLENCE is the gradual result of
always striving to do better.
Team Member Count

| 16

Acquistition of Prologue Technology
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2012

N O M AT T E R W H I C H

OFFICE
WE’RE SITTING IN
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EVERY ONE OF US
STRIVES TO UPHOLD OUR

C U LT U R E
AND

VA LU E S
PEOPLE COME FIRST
RELATIONSHIPS MATTER
BE OPEN, HONEST & CONSTRUCTIVE
DEMAND EXCELLENCE
TAKE INTELLIGENT RISKS
ACT LIKE AN OWNER
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EXCELLENCE

Excellence is never an accident: it is
the result of high intention, sincere
effort, intelligent direction, skillful
execution and the vision to see
obstacles as opportunities.
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“Top Work Place”

“Fastest Growing Companies”

2018

St. Louis Business Journal

“Leaders in Technology Honorees”
2015

“Innovaion Leader Award”
Hilton Supply Management

2015

“St. Charles Spotlight Award”
2014

“Outstanding Customer Service”
Meridian Medical Supplies

2018

2009 & 2011

“25 Years of Focused
Global Partnership”

“Recogniion & Appreciaion”

HTFN Global Logisics Partner

2018

“Boards Choice Award”
HTFN Global Logisics Partner

2016

“Vendor of the Year”
Torque Fitness

2016 & 2017

“5th Annual Arcus Award
Achievement in Logisics”
2015

“Think Members First Award”
HTFN Global Logisics Partner

2014

Clover Technology

2013, 2014, 2015 & 2016

“Member of the Year”
HTFN Global Logisics Partner

1996

“Special Recogniion”
Meridian Medical Supplies

2007

“20 Years of Focused
Global Partnership”
HTFN Global Logisics Partner

2013

“Progress 64 West Passing the Torch”
2015
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First, sincere thanks to each of you for your personal commitment, energy, actions, and results in excellence for which
each of you have been recognized… excellence is at the core of our company’s existence. But it doesn’t become core to
our culture through an email, a speech, and what a CEO says or does.
Our culture of excellence is the result daily excellent actions of everyone on our team – some 80 people. As all of us
know are well aware, there are times and circumstances when that excellence can be difficult to muster. It takes strong
peer leadership within our team to support each other, uncover improved processes, better ideas on how to do things,
better ways to encourage and strengthen our excellence. - BDW
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A STANDARD OF EXCELLENCE
~ surely ﬁrst excellent people, but
then with each of us having a daily
intenional focus on excellence
for our clients, excellence to
each other, and excellent in the
community… When you have a
culture commited to excellence
like that, great things happen.
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“ Matt, Thanks for being you. Any
salesperson worth their salt knows
what an asset you are for them. Many
salespeople in other organizations
aren’t as lucky and have to compensate
for ops (which never ends up going well
in the end). We are very lucky to be able
to leverage you to our efforts.

“

Team Member| Flat World Supply Chain

Bryan Curis
Team Member Since

2012

“I will always remember the honor and excitement of
being recognized for the ﬁrst Excellence Trip. The trip
was an incredible experience. Don’t let the fact that we
could not make it to our ﬁrst meeting in time take away
from how much we appreciated the recognition. By the
way, those jet skies were awesome!
We often hear people refer to the team at Flat World as
their family. This is such a special quality of the Flat
World culture and that starts with Jeff and Kirk. Not only
have I felt like they treat me as family but they also show
tremendous care about my personal family.
I love that everyone at Flat World is given the opportunity
to make a difference. Whether that difference is a process
change, technology improvement or support of a charity.
Each employee has the opportunity to make an impactful
difference within the company or community.”
25

“

“

Angela - Here is the update, the W&I

Jeff Tiller - Thanks Tara. I have to say, your

team has been incredibly helpful during this

Coordinator has agreed to reduce this back to the

project. Jeff speciﬁcally has gone above and beyond

original charges. Another invoice will be sent. You

the call of duty multiple times during this trip to

are living up to all the wonderful things Phil has

help us. We hope to have a chance to work with Flat
written! You are so easy to work with and I really

World again on future projects. Cheers!

appreciate that. We should be able to mark this off
our To Do List, as done. Thank you

Shelly Roth |YRC

Tyler Suddath |Pineapple

“

“
“

While at dinner in ATL we heard Trisha talking about a

particular operational situation with our sales team and I told

“

Just wanted to let you know how amazing

and awesome it has been working with Flat World
and especially Nikki Marco. No matter what issue,
problem, or assistance we need she is there to help
and always has a positive and upbeat attitude… Flat

her, “I am very impressed that you know that. You really have
a great understanding of how our company works and you are
truly an extension of the Schaeffer team!” I am truly grateful
for all she does on our account and appreciate the support she
provides on a daily basis.

World has been extremely helpful since Danielle

“

Julie Radford | Schaeffer Oil

has left the company and when I am traveling to
Berlin and need help with shipment they have
gone over and beyond to help. Nikki is amazing

“

Britny is very responsive and attentive to our needs. We

greatly appreciate her dedication and attention to our account.

and thank you for always taking calls and helping
as well in a spare of a moment with no questions
asked.

“

Ethan Starnes | JRI Industries
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With so many of our people involved in the process, I know it
can be very challenging at times but Britny always handles it
well.

“

Debra Stoffel | Club Resource Group
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Be Our Guest
“ Matt does a tremendous
job for AGCO. I do not know
how he does it sometimes. I
still think there is actually a

“ Kat - Well you better let

“ I just wanted to send you

me know if it ever becomes

a quick note to tell you how

an issue. We do not operate

happy we are with Shane –

like that. And from where

he works so hard for us and

I’m sitting, you are a friggin

we feel so lucky to have him.

second Matt Winslow because
one guy can certainly not do
what he does for us.

“

Chris Thrasher | AGCO

superhero!

“

Katelyn Nilsen | Beyer Brown

Thank you!

“

Mary Mena | HPG International 29
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LEADERS ESTABLISH, OPERATIONALIZE
AND SUSTAIN THE VALUES AND VISION
BY WHICH THEIR ORGANIZATIONS

THRIVE.
~ Disney Institute
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Mat Winslow
Team Member Since

Edwin Yu
2012

Team Member Since

Nick Wilfong
2017

Team Member Since

2016

“I enjoy coming to work everyday

Last Oct-09 was the most important

Flat World Holdings is a true

day knowing the decisions I make

day in my life because I became

testament of how work should be.

for customers will be backed up

the ﬁrst Chinese employee of Flat

It’s a place full of passionate, hard-

by leadership – even when it

World Holdings based in Shanghai,

working people who care about our

sometimes involves losing money

covering all our Asia business.

customers, our community, and

for customers! Those lessons I have

Excitement occupied all of me more

each other. The best part about

learned in difficult situations have

than millions of words, meanwhile

working here is our culture, which

taught me so much and I am able to

there was accompanying with

has developed over time by adding

use those situations as benchmarks

senses of glory and destiny. Time

great people who hold each other

to better serve customers. One a

goes fast, I got my ﬁrst year in this

accountable for the excellence we

different note, the laughter we have

big family. The enthusiasm and

strive to deliver to our customers.

here is contagious. In the words of

high expectations coming over to

Thank you ownership for founding

Weiss-Rohlig – “The dims are ONE

me from my US team have been

such a great place to work!

LARGE CRATE.””

making me keeping dynamic every
day in working and never feeling

Stacey Gallagher

alone. Although thousands of miles

Team Member Since

between us, WECHAT links us

Flat World is not only an amazing

“I enjoy working for Flat World

together, feeling I just stay next to

place to work it is also an amazing

/ Ram. I love the positive

them. Thank you for the opportunity

place to play! We are certainly

atmosphere - everyone looking for

to be a part and I am very proud of

expected to work hard and get the

the “YES”. I like that all ideas for

being a FWH man.

job done excellently day in and day

Marilyn Josten
Team Member Since

2004

improvement are considered. I like

2011

out, but we are also appreciated

being encouraged to ﬁnd a way

Ryan Leonard

to do my job that works best for

Team Member Since

me. I like the team events -- like

“Obstacles don’t have to stop you.

rewarding! I personally cannot

the Customer Service Week -- to

If you run into a wall, don’t turn

thank our leadership enough for

our
allow us to mingle outside of ou

around and give up. Figure out

taking a chance on me 7 years ago.

departments and see each other in

how to climb it, go through it, or

What a great ride this has been. I

a different light.”
32

work around it.” – Michael Jordan

cannot wait to see where we go next!

and respected by all of our leaders

2018

which makes getting the job done
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Oh, the Places
You’ll Go...
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RAISING THE BAR

“Excellence” isn’t just a
slogan. It’s a promise to our
customers and a commitment
we make to ourselves!
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The News

Global News



Business Finance Lifestyle Travel Sport Weather

PARTNERSHIP:


Flat World

Flat World Holdings & AGCO ﬁrm rela onship with
excellence from all corners of the logis cs business
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HOW WE’VE MADE

OPERATIONAL
FLAT WORLD BELIEVES

EXCELLENCE

ITS PEOPLE ARE THE

PART OF FLAT WORLD

TRUE DRIVERS OF ITS

HOLDINGS

SUCCESS

C U LT U R E

“It feels good to be working

with people who really care and
have the tools and customer

service to help us grow”
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Logistics-News
@Logistics-News

BREAKING: @FWHoldings responds to #Irma by sending
fuel, water and food to aid @Hilton properties. #Keys
#hurricane

JT @JT-Hilton – 3h
Replying to @Logistics-News
Top Organization! I remember they did this in Cabo as well.
#disasterrelief

DW @Delivering-Wishes – 3h
Replying to @JT-Hilton
My faith in humanity is restored for today.
#goodnewsstoryoftheday
42

FLAT WORLD SUPPLY CHAIN
DELIVERS SHIPMENT USING UBER

Herff Jones contacted the Flat World TL Brokerage Department about a critical carton that
needed to make it to convention. The quick thinking and outside of the box thought process of
the Dave & Matt helped secure an Uber to deliver the carton. The customer was thrilled with
the solution we provided which not only took care of their customer but saved them money on
expedite costs. What an amazing story of going above and beyond.
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PICTURE OF SOMEONE HOLDING AN INTEGRITY QUOTE

44

INTEGRITY

Integrity is choosing courage over
comfort; choosing what is right over
was is fast or easy; and choosing
to practice our values rather than
simply addressing them.
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“
”
“
” “

Pam - You are great to
work with!

Raymond Brown | Floor 2 Ceiling

SHOUT OUT - Tara

WOW!! You guys are amazing!! We can’t
thank you and your team enough !
Kendra Raines | Siri Procurement

SHOUT OUT - Ada

“

rik
h
c
S
J
T
:
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O
T
SHOU
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T
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R
CONG
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U D O ’S F O R U
K
T
U
B
!
D
E
S
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IL L E D F O R Y O
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M
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.
Y
IT
M O B IL
ARY TO
E X T R A O R D IN
N
E
E
B
E
V
A
H
YOU
D HAVE A
ANK YOU AN
H
T
.
H
IT
W
K
WOR
GREAT DAY!
| IN T R IN S IC
L A U R A K L E IN

”

Hi Ada, Thanks for your voicemail last evening and for your

email. You all are so responsive and terrific! Thanks to all
of you at Flat World and at Herff Jones for being so
supportive, efficient, and easy to get the job done!
Shirley Slaff | Herff Jones
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NEXT 16 PAGES

“

THINGS WITH INTEGRITY
STANDING OVATION
CUSTOMER SERVICE WEEK PLEDGE
CULTURE ENTRIES

SHOUT OUT
OUT:: Tami
TTa
ami
mi Ca
Carter
rterr
rte

JUSTEMPLOYEES
TOOK A QUICK
TO SEE
WHAT
HAVE ALL
OUT OFLOOK
THE OFFICE
SIGN
WHITE PAPER
AND SEND IT TO ME TO ‘SIGN THE PLEDGE’
VISCOSITY BOOKED DURING THE MONTH OF
MARCH. NICE JOB!!! THAT HAS TO BE THE
MOST REVENUE BOOKED IN ANY GIVEN
MONTH SINCE WE’VE WORKED WITH THEM.
YOU’RE KILLING IT! KEEP UP THE GREAT
WORK!

“

”

Thank you
ou Schaeffer
Schaeffe
Scha
Sch
a effe
aeffe
effer
r for
f or
knocking
nocking it
i t out of park
ppa
ark
rk
th international
intern
inte
rnation
rn
rna
attion
at
ion al
with
shipments! Your
knowledge makes us
stronger as a team!

“
”
“
”

Th ank y
Thank
you
ou to
t o Ry
Ryan who has
come in and work
worked so hard
since dday 1!

ne
a
h
S
:
T
U
O
T
U
O
SH
R
O SHANER FO
T
U
O
Y
K
N
A
TH
HE
M A N W IT H T
E
H
T
G
N
IN
E
B
ALWAYS
D
G ABOVE AN
IN
O
G
R
O
F
D
PLAN AN
T
IT IV E ! – JE F F
S
O
P
E
B
O
T
BEYOND
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“You can tell a man’s character by how he treats people
who can do nothing for him.”

48

Mat Geik

Jennifer Morris
Team Member Since

2018

Team Member Since

2013

I am very fortunate to be a part

If somebody offers you an amazing opportunity but you are not sure you can do

of the Flat World family, for only

it, say yes and then learn to do it later.” - Richard Branson

being here a short 7 months it’s

On a personal level, I didn’t know anything about transportation and supply

been nothing but fun! I have learned

chain when I was offered the opportunity to become a part of Flat World Supply

and grown so much from everyone
including my operations team and
excited to see what else is in store.

I had learned about Jeff and Kirk was that I was being offered an amazing
opportunity. So I had to say yes.
That was the ﬁrst example of the power of saying yes that I experienced at
Flat World. At that time I didn’t realize just how common of a theme that

Anonymous
Team Member Since

Chain in 2013. What I knew about the company and more importantly, what

would become within our culture. And that’s the most important part to pay

2018

attention to. We get to operate in a culture of yes every day because our culture

I was low on cash after the

that has been created under Jeff and Kirk has been one that allows everyone to

holidays, pinching pennies till

contribute, to share, to try, to fail. All of that is a reﬂection of saying yes and

payday like many people do. A

the power that comes from that. Their leadership style is to say yes to us as a

fellow employee got wind of this
and left an envelope on my desk
with cash inside to hold me till

team everyday which allows us to deliver excellence to our customers every day
and every time an amazing opportunity is offered to us by our customers or
potential customers. That has created our mindset and ability to say yes over
and over and the results have been a continued path and ascension to a place

payday. That was the moment I

of excellence. That is a culture that does not exist in most places. And that’s

realized Flat World was more than

why Flat World is such a special place. I wouldn’t want to work anywhere else

my employer, it was my family.

because of it.

Robert Largin

John Eagen

Team Member Since

2017

Team Member Since

2016

I have worked in the logistics

To me Flat World Holding’s culture is like a family. Coming from a very

industry for over 33 years and never

large Fortune 500 company to an organization of a little over 50 employees

have I felt like a member of a family
and know that the wonderful
people that I work with at Flat

can be kind of a culture shock. There is more interaction with everyone you
work with and everyone is very close. At Flat World every new employee is
welcomed with opened arms and to my surprise the greatest part of this was
that the interaction with senior management . Every morning each member of

World truly do care. I feel truly

management walks around the office and says good morning to all the other

blessed to be part of the Flat World

employees. After 2.5 years I almost expect it but will never take it for granted. It

Team!!!

is this type of work environment that I believe allows us to be so successful.
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“
”

Tara
ra
a - You hhave
v e been such an a
asset
se t tto
us.
know
ever
u s. Let
Le t me k
no w if you’re
y ou’re ev
err out in
Sea
Se
att e area,
are
rea,
re
a, I’d love
l ove
ov e to
t o show
sho w you
y
the Seattle
round our prope
rt ie
rtie
around
properties.
Tyler Suddith | Pineapple

“

SHOUT OUT
OUT:: John Ra
Ratchford
Rattchf
chf ord
WELP! CLEARLY TRYING TO GET ON THE SAME PAGE
DID NOT EXACTLY WORK OUT AS PLANNED…THANK
YOU FOR YOUR URGENCY ON ALL THESE ORDERS.
I’VE BEEN REALLY IMPRESSED BY HOW MUCH YOU’VE
BEEN WORKING ON GETTING ORDERS OUT ON TIME.
YOU’RE HELP IS APPRECIATED!

Inga Liebergesell | Hilton

”
“

Thanks
Th
anks Ka
Kat.
t.. You’re
greatt job by
d oing a gre
doing
by
the w
wa
way!
ay!
a
y!
CeCe Crandall | Hilton
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”
“
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ormall
y send my
just
wanted
formally
thanks
customer
anks ffor
or the excell
excellent
ent ccu
omer
ome
service
Friday
se
rvice from Jul
Julie
ie LLynch
ynch on FFrid
rid ay
a
night.. It w
was
night
a s well ppast
as t norm
normal
operating
ope
oper
r ing hours and Jul
ra
Julie
ie took
t ook the ttime
ime
to schedule
chedul e a llastt minute lload
o a d for
f or one
clients
Fresno.
always
of my cl
ients out of FFre
resno.
sno. We al
alw
ays
a
great
customer
Flat
gett gre
ge
grea
att ccu
u st
s tome
omerr service
ome
se rvice from Fl
Fla
at
World, but I w
wanted
anted to
t o highlight
highl ight this as
a
interrupted
Friday
I inte
interrup
rrup ted he
herr FFrid
rid ay
y night and I
really
appreciate
willingness
re
ally apprecia
ally
te he
her w
illingne
ill
ingne ssss tto
ingnes
help.
help
Jim Cox | DMI

“
”

Deirdre this is gre
great!
t! Really
Reall
Re
ally
y impressed
impre sed
w ith
th Tami
TTa mi (in all areas)
are
a
rea
re
as)
s) by
b y the way!
way!
with
Great
that
questions
Gre att th
tha
att she is a
a
asking
sking que
s tions
t ions like
l
great
this! She is so gre
att at
a
at creating
cre ing
positive
osi ve
osit
e relationships
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attionships
ionships with
wiith
w
th our
customers…
c u st ome
cu
omers…
rs… This is invaluable!
in
uabl
abl e!

“

SHOUT OUT
OUT:: Jenn Morris

JENN, THANK YOU FOR ALL OF YOUR HELP WITH JAYCO
OS&D. YOU HAVE STEPPED UP AND DO SO MUCH TO
MAKE THE PROCESS SMOOTHER. THANK YOU FOR
NEVER BEING INTIMIDATED TO TAKE ON SOMETHING
NEW AND DIFFICULT.

J u l i e Ly
Ly n c h | F W S C

“

”
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ia n P.
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C
E
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A
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U
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T
I
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W
VERY HAPPY

”

“

We c
can’t
an’t have
have
h
e Cu
Customer
st ome r Service
Se rvice week
without
Dani
w i thout talking
talking about D
ani and the
awesome
documents
wesome d
oc uments and support
supp ort she
creates
for
customers
ate
a
te s f
or our c
cu
s ome
st
omers
rs and sales
s ale
team!
te a m! The information
tea
inf orma
orm at
ation
t ion we are
a re now
no
customers
providing our c
cu
s ttome
ome rs is very
ve
v
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ry

Th ank you
Thank
y ou Katie!
Ka ie! We appreciate
appreciate

impressive
customers
impres
e and our c
cu
s tome
stome
t ome rs always
alw
al
ways

tracking
all y
your
our work in tr
tra
a cking

comment
com
ment on ho
how
w much they apprecia
appreciate
te

shipments with
w ith
th carriers
c arriers
a rrie rs and
w iith
th Chrono scan!
s can!
c an!
with

them. Great
Gre t Job Dani!
D

B r ya n C u r t i s | F W S C
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Sandy Hill
Team Member Since

Julie Lynch
2018

Team Member Since

2017

I have never worked somewhere I

I previously worked at another 3PL and when I found out that they were

enjoy as much as I do Flat World.

moving the company out of state, I spent months applying for jobs. I wasn’t

Most people dread when Sunday

looking for a job to just pay the bills, I was looking for somewhere I could excel

evening comes around and they

and grow within a company. When I walked into Flat World for my interview,

have to go back to work Monday

I immediately felt the warmth and generosity radiating off of everyone I

morning, but I actually look

spoke to. You could tell how much everyone loved working here and I knew

forward to it. I absolutely love what

that I wanted to be a part of this team. That day was just a small window into

I do and everybody that I work
with. They say “If you enjoy what
you do, you’ll never work another
day in your life” and I truly believe
that now that I work here. I feel
so blessed to have been given the
opportunity to be part of this team!

the Flat World culture. Over the year and a half that I have been here, I have
become a part of the family. I say “family” because that is what we are. We
help each other, we listen to one another, we joke, we laugh and cry together.
(Yes, sometimes there is crying in freight). You can see the excitement and joy
in everyone when it comes to our lives at Flat World. There isn’t anyone here
that does not hold true value or work their butt off. We work hard and we play
hard and you can see that in the relationships we have built with each other
and also with our customers. Kirk and Jeff have trusted Flat World’s growth, to
its people. You can see that in the ownership we all feel over Flat World. Flat

Dave Helm
Team Member Since

World Holdings has been a huge blessing in my life and I am thankful to be a

2017

My ﬁrst day at Flat World I got to
shadow the different departments.

part of this crazy, fun-loving family.

Nikki Marco

I realized at that time that we

Team Member Since

really do have something special

I feel extremely fortunate to be a part of the Flat World Family. There have

here. Everyone I watched and
spent time with was optimistic and
really seemed to care about their
portion of the process. Even more
special was how everyone worked

2017

been numerous things that have stood out to me since I started working here
last December that set this company apart from any other company I’ve
worked for. There is one thing in particular that I will never forget and that
is the way Flat World came together to be there and support my husband and
I this summer when we went through our medical/dental issues. It is such
a blessing to be surrounded by such great people that you can not only call

together. I have been around many

co-workers but also call family. Flat World is truly an incredible and special

different office environments, but

company to work for and I consider myself lucky to get to wake up and come

none like this.
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here every day for work!

Integrity is about
doing the right thing,
knowing that nobody’s
going to know whether
you did it or not.
Oprah Winfrey
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SHOUT OUT
I meant to send something really awesome earlier but got caught up with a
thousand other things. So, here’s my quick version... I just wanted to thank
you guys so much for all of the hard work you put into customer service week!
We’ve all seriously talked about the last three years and how awesome it is,
maybe also how competitive we might be.. My team knocked it out of the
water.. oh oops. I mean I truly saw the teamwork and think that the group
selection was awesome! You know me, always secretly picking people’s
brains, especially the new ones on the idea of being with a random group and
there has been so many people talk about how they really enjoyed getting to
know people that they don’t always hang out with. That to me makes it all
I truly LOVE working here, not just the way we get spoiled, but the way that
our team comes together to always do amazing things, even when most don’t
always see it. So, thank you, truly for another amazing customer Service
Week. Y’all are awesome leaders.

Dani Vitale
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Abraham Lincoln said, “Reputation is the shadow. Character is the tree."
Dr. King encouraged us to regard people based on "The content of their
character."
One dictionary defines character as “the mental and moral qualities
distinctive to an individual.” Another says it is “the complex of mental and
ethical traits marking a person.” In still another dictionary, character is
said to be “the stable and distinctive qualities built into an individual’s
life which determine his or her response regardless of circumstances.”
My father taught me that a man's character could be determined by
what he chooses to do when no one is watching him.
I recently received an unsolicited email from one of our Flat World Supply
Chain customers, who wanted to point out how grateful she is to work
with one of our team members, Ada Linhoff, and how much she appreciates the excellent customer service she provides and the proactive way
with which Ada serves her company. This customer went on to write,
"It's not often enough that we find a company who values the quality of
character in their employees as much as the quantity and quality of the
services they provide to customers".
I am fortunate to find myself at a place in my life that allows me to be
part of an incredible team of people who continually amaze me with their
intellect, their innovation, their passion, and their ability to work together to ensure that our customers are delighted when they work with our
company. I’m delighted to thank Ada for being part of the Flat World
team, and for demonstrating what it means to be a person of high character! I’m even more delighted to know that Ada is a shining example of
the kind of people I am surrounded by at Flat World Holdings!
Kirk
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TEAM WORK

Teamwork divides the
tasks and multiplies
the success.
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"I am excited and honored to share
with everyone that Flat World
Holdings has been named a 2018 Top
Workplace in the Greater St. Louis
area", says CEO Brian Wenck.

The list was announced on June 24th in a special section of the St. Louis Post-Dispatch.
Wenck continues, "I also want to say thank you to our entire team for the cultre that each person has not
only established, but also upheld ever day through their eﬀors, actions, and results. Being named a Top
Workplace is based solely on the feedback om employees so on behalf of Kirk, Jeﬀ and myself, I want to
thank you for your input."
For the seventh year, the St. Louis Post-Dispatch parered with Philadelphia-based Energage,
forerly WorkplaceDyamics, the employee research and consulting ﬁr, to deterine the St. Louis area’s
Top Workplaces based solely on employee surey feedback. Staring in Januar , the Post-Dispatch
welcomed anyone to nominate companies as Top Workplaces. In all, 1,286 employers in the region were
invited to take the employee surey. Any employer was eligible, as long as it had at least 50 employees in
the geater St. Louis area. Employers could be public, private, nonproﬁt, or govermental. There is no cost
to enter the Top Workplaces progam. In all 78,753 people in the St. Louis area received the surey. Of
those employees who received questionnaires, 44,536 responded, either on paper or online. For 2018, 150
St. Louis-area employers scored well enough to ear recogition on the Top Workplaces list.
Managing Parer, Kirk Ferell said, "being named one of the 150 Top Workplaces is a big deal
because it validates our founding belief that a company CAN be ﬁnancially successfl while also providing
a workplace that values employees and allows them to contibute and gow as human beings." Brian
Wenck adds, "Flat World was created based on excellence – for clients, but also to each other and to our
communit . This recogition is an awesome example of our cultre of excellence toward each other,
whether you are in St. Louis, Dallas, Atlanta, Chicago, Shanghai or wherever we gow to nex. I am
honored to share in this recogition of our company, especially because the judges were you, our geat
team members".
Congatlations to each of you, and Thank You for your Excellence!!!!
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Standing Ovation
I want to take this opportunity to thank all of you for all that you do and have done for us. I have never left an
interaction with any of you felling anything less than extremely pleased. You all have a great team and I
appreciate all you do to not only take care of our shipping needs, but to truly go above and beyond.
Ada is amazing at what she does. She is always quick to respond, excellent at communicating things in advance,
and so kind and cheerful. Thank you Ada, you are an absolute joy to be able to work with.
Julie was far more than helpful this with Ada enjoying her time off. Julie communicated everything with me in a
very timely manner, with every carrier. Even though I haven’t worked or interacted with her a lot, I am
thoroughly impressed with the way she operated in a time that I’m guessing was very stressful.
Austin, I’m so grateful that he helps us with any and everything we need, no matter how insigniﬁcant. Having you
as our sales person and our go between for changes to the system saves me so much time and headache!!! I am so
grateful for all that you always have the willingness to help us with.
You guys totally rock!! Thank you all for making this easier for us and for being a truly awesome team of folks!!!

Marissa Fort | Stern Williams

Standing Ovation
Thank you Pam for working on our bid process to
ensure we get quotes out on time! Your hard work
is something to be proud of!

Thanks Tara and Kat for helping me out even
though I bug you all the time!

Thank you to the Hospitality Team for always
working together to get the job done. You are an
amazing team! I love watching this team work to
help each other out whether it is from being short
staffed, a surge in new business or solving issues.
The growth and success of the hospitality business
is due to your support and excellent customer
service. Thank you Shane, Tara, Kat, Pam, Quiana,
Katie, John, Schaeffer, Jeff, and Ryan!

Ryan Leonard

Bryan Curtis

Shane Sullivan

Standing Ovation
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Standing Ovation

“Talent wins games, but teamwork and intelligence win
championships.”
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John Ratchford
Team Member Since

Jane Sorensen
2018

Team Member Since

Britny Wethington
2017

Team Member Since

2017

“My ﬁrst week here was one to

“Not being with RAM-Flat World

One of the memories that stand out

remember. I stared during customer

too long yet when I traveled to China

is last years’ customer service week. I

service week, and honestly, it

with Kirk, I got a ﬁrst-hand view

thought it was really amazing to see

of his service expectations as he

the acknowledgement of all the hard

dealt with airlines, hotels and travel

work everyone puts in every day. All

companies. Kirk’s expectations of

the work that our team leaders put

service providers reﬂect his and

in was amazing. At the end of the

Jeff’s passion for service excellence

week I went home and told my kids

was very impactful. It gave me a
ﬁrsthand look into Flat Worlds
culture, values, and how important
it is to strive for team excellence.
I didn’t know it at the time, but

that we deliver daily to our

looking back on that week made me

customers and the marketplace.

realize how fortunate I am to work

Equally passionate is Flat World’s

for Flat World.”

people focus, demonstrated by our
investment in relationships with

Schaeﬀer Gregerson
Team Member Since

2016

“What I love about Flat World is
the work environment and great

our customers, each other and
employee recognition. Being with
Flat World provides an opportunity
to be focused on serving people
while enabling creativity to make

people I get to be around every day.

innovative solutions! I love it!

I view everyone I work with as a

Thank you!”

friend, not just a coworker, which
makes it enjoyable to be at work
every day. I am grateful to work at
a place with such awesome people
across the entire company. From

all the games, actives and yummy
food that we had over the course of
the week and their response was “
oh wow, your work seems like it is
so much fun!” It really is such a fun
place to work! From my 1st day, I
immediately felt a part of the Flat
World family. It is amazing to see
everyone come together to help each
other out, whether it is just as simple
as taking a message or everyone
pitching in when someone is down

Ausin Rawls
Team Member Since

and out or drowning in work. I am

2016

“Hiring the right people to get the
job done and letting them make it
happen knowing there is a team

incredibly thankful to be a part of
such an amazing team.

Larry Webster

that will execute the plan required

Team Member Since

we all make an EXCELLENT team

to satisfy and accomplish a goal…

“I’ve worked in several warehouses

together. I look forward to what is

Our people are high on the “Give a

in my lifetime, and by far this is the

in store for Flat World next!”
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sh!t” meter.”

best warehouse environment ever!”

Sales to Operations to Leadership-

2018

“Individual commitment to a
group eﬀort - that is what makes
a team work, a company work, a
society work, a civilizaion work.”
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Standing Ovation
I would like to thank Trisha Edler for all the hard
work she puts forth day in and day out here at Flat
World. I can’t thank her enough for all of her help
with the Schaeffer account. She is an absolute
ROCK STAR! Thanks for always having my back
girl and teaching me new things! You da best!

Nikki Marco

Standing Ovation
Ops team, you are outstanding! I have never worked for a
company that gets as many compliments from customers
about the high level of customer service and support as you
all. Your dedication to get the job done and take care of the
customer is admirable. You are an excellent team! Thank you
Britny, Ada, Nikki, Jenn, Matt, Tami, and Julie!

Bryan Curtis

Standing Ovation
Due to Julie’s due diligence and hard work, she
discovered an issue that caused all of Jayco’s
shipments to be incorrectly classed at C500.
Because she took the time to investigate
something that did not seem right, we were able
to correct the issue immediately.
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Steve Raetz
Team Member Since

Maggie Jones
2002

Team Member Since

2016

16+ years ago, I was given what would turn out to be

One of the many reasons why I love working with the

a deﬁning moment in my life. Jan and Jeff Goris saw

wonderful people here at Flat World is the way everyone

an opportunity to broaden their business offerings,

comes together to support each other – in good times

and began a new division of Ram. They trusted me to

and in bad. We’ve had many baby showers while I’ve

oversee it. I’ve been here ever since, and I can’t thank

been here, and it always warms my heart to think about

them enough for taking the chance on me. Even more

how much thought, effort, and generosity go into these.

ironically, 16 years ago, I was introduced to and became

From the decorations to the food to the gifts, it is truly a

co-workers with a young, “hot-shot” salesman for Ram

special way to celebrate the new additions to our families.

Int’l. Jeff Rothermich, I believe was his name. Decent

However, life is not always perfect and when someone is

enough guy……..I guess. But he moved on….

dealing with a loss, we also rally together in support. I lost

Fast forward 16 years……..Here I sit, owing those 2 Jeff’s,

a member of my immediate family this year, and I cannot

and one or two other “hot-shots” so many thanks!!!

even begin to explain how much my team did for me. They

Thanks for the opportunity, gents. It’s been a pleasure.

not only covered my work while I was away, but also sent
tons of food that helped us out so much and was enjoyed
by my entire family. And even after I came back to work,

Robert Suba
Team Member Since

my team was so caring and thoughtful and is still always

2013

there for me when I need to talk. I feel so blessed to be able

To me, the Flat World Holdings culture is what keeps

to come to work every day and spend my time with such

me coming to work each and every day with a smile

an amazing group of people. Thank you Kirk and Jeff for

on my face. Throughout our entire company, I get

establishing such an incredible culture here at Flat World –

the opportunity to speak with people from many

it’s truly been the best place I have ever worked!

different backgrounds and personalities, which is
what make us who are. Not for one moment do I take
the opportunity of working for this great company for
granted.

Ada Linhoﬀ
Team Member Since

2016

At ﬁrst I was hesitant to leave the place that I had

Ronnie Reitzer
Team Member Since

worked at for so long, until Deirdre convinced me to

2016

give Flat World a shot. Thanks Deirdre – haha. I love

The best job move I ever made. The culture of Excellence at

working for this company, the people are not only

FWSC is far beyond any company I have ever been a part

great to work with, but they are like family to me. The

of.

culture here is amazing!
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I N N O VAT I O N

“Innovation is taking things
that already exist and
assembling them in ways that
haven’t been thought of”
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T

S
T
L
U
S
E
R
H E Schaeffer Sort & Segregation
We added an excellent team member. Having excellent people is
key – originally in a temporary role, Glenn Spinks is now full ime and a
blessing for all of us. Glenn is coninuously looking to improve the process
in the daily execuion of all parts of the process. In addiion to the Sort &
Segregaion acivity itself, he builds custom-sized pallets for single drum
shipments and assists Ram Custom Craing as well. Those custom size
pallets allow more LTL shipments on each trailer, improving eﬃciency and
producivity.
While FedEx did reduce their pricing when they ceased the Sort &
Segregaion service, Schaeﬀer sill has to pay Ram for that service. However, this new soluion has sill resulted in a double digit percentage cost
reducion on shipments moving via FedEx Freight.
Most importantly, service to Schaeﬀer customers, when using FedEx
out of STL, has markedly improved. Schaeﬀer’s damages and shortages,
when using FedEx Freight, have decreased by a whopping 71% in Q4 of
2017, going from 24.9 overall clam occurrences per month, down to currently 7.3/month. Addiionally, the esimated improvement in On-Time
Delivery is 25%. That’s very signiﬁcant!
“Commitment to Excellence”. We hear that a lot in our organizaion.
When our customers can experience what that feels like and can see how
that improves their business model, they will entrust us with more.
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A STANDARD OF EXCELLENCE

|

surely ﬁrst excellent people, but then

with each of us having a daily intenional focus on excellence for our
clients, excellence to each other, and excellent in the community… When
you have a culture commited to excellence like that, great things happen.
And always LOOKING FOR A BETTER WAY

|

this intenional eﬀort
drives ideas, improvements, opportuniies, new sotware, and successes…
And that success supports more excellence and new beter ways!
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Standing Ovation
I just wanted to give a shout out to Justin and Doug! I worked on an Orange Theory review with Justin and he
has been nothing but great to work with. Very thorough and always willing to explain reports from CargoWise
and help me manipulate and understand the information. John and I worked with Doug on a Nestle review last
week and I’d have to say that he opened my eyes to the power that CargoWise reports have! We all know Doug
is VERY detailed but he also brought up some really good metrics that we can show to our customers involving
international shipments such as customs, duties, or declared value of goods. Which brings me to my purpose
of the shout out to both of them now… I am a HUGE believer in team work and I absolutely love seeing the
teamwork come into play at Flat World. I am working with Stacey on a review for Skypad and the report that
HIVE pulls was really lacking valuable information. While we were trying to think of how we can get that
information ‘easily’ we decided that I would pull a report from Pipeline (we were still missing information),
since all of the information that we needed does not pull through Pipeline I decided the next step was
CargoWise. I requested the help from Doug to pull a CargoWise report to show the Customs Declaration Proﬁle
for 2016, 2017, and 2018 and asked Justin to pull all of the shipments from CargoWise for Skypad. Each of them
were more than willing to help and even made some changes to the documents so only Skypad transactions
were shown opposed to all of the Hospitality transactions. I just wanted to share my outlook and how I get to
see ALL of Flat World Holdings coming together for ONE customer. Thanks!

Dani Vitale
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Standing Ovation

Shout out to Ronnie for staying at the warehouse last night until
after 8:30 PM to receive a few loads for DMI! We had 7 TL’s that
had to be picked up from DMI yesterday going to AR. We later
found out that the consignee can only take 4 loads on Monday so
we had to bring the other loads into our warehouse until early
next week. Schaeffer ﬁnished up early yesterday and Ronnie
actually had an opportunity to get out early as well. However
Ronnie agreed to stay to make sure these TL’s were received and
even stayed well past 6:00-6:30 PM which is when we were
expecting the last truck to arrive. This is not the ﬁrst time
Ronnie has stepped up to take care of something for us after
hours. For some reason these things always seem to happen on a
Friday. Thanks Ronnie for always going above and beyond and
doing whatever it takes to ensure we take care of our customers.
You are a great example of excellence and I am so thankful to
have you on our team!

Standing Ovation
Thank you to the entire Ops team for
ALWAYS working together and making
things happen. We deﬁnitely have each
other’s back…..high ﬁve!! Love you all

Ada Linhoff

Standing Ovation
I would like to thank the operations team
for their hard work, dedication, and
willingness to always go above and beyond.
You guys truly are the dream team and I
cannot wait to see what the future has for
this department. Thank you!

Deirdre Guice

Standing Ovation
Shane- Props to you man! Great stuff – as I said, probably
one of the best uses of an hour for me this week. I
appreciate having a guy on the team who likes to learn
and expand his perspective, I really appreciate you being
willing to proactively share ideas with our team, and I
really really appreciate what you do to heighten our
culture of excellence! I am #blessed to be on your team!

Standing Ovation
A huge thank you to Deirdre for her constant
encouragement to our team and always building us up!
Thanks for always being a positive role model and
keeping the ops team laughing. You are a great leader
and we are lucky to have you as our boss lady

Nikki Marco
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Deirdre Guice
Team Member Since

Dani Vitale
2013

Team Member Since

2016

“At the time I was looking for a new career, I told

“I knew from the moment that I interviewed that I HAD to

myself there was no way I would ever go back to

work here. To say I love my job is an understatement. I have

another 3rd Party Logistics company. After meeting

never dedicated so much of my personal time to ensure that

with Jeff and Kirk, I was sold. I knew Flat World was

the company, whether it be document creation for a potential

different and would be doing big things and instantly

customer, our Delivering Wishes event, or even social gatherings.

wanted to be a part of it. Over the years, the company

Jeff, Kirk & Jeff – the leadership that the three of you continuously

has grown and evolved into a culture of friends and

show is extraordinary. I have never seen a company that truly

family. Flat World’s culture means more than just

cares and shows excellence each and every day as I do here. You

having a job. It’s getting to do what you love with
around people who also share the same passion
for their work. I feel so lucky to be a part of the Flat
World family.”

successful, but to help this organization grow that way that it has!
It is not often that someone’s success is shared throughout the
company, or even recognized for that fact. So here is what I really
have to say… Thank you for having this vision of such an amazing
company and ALWAYS exceeding the limits. Thank you for always

Tami Carter
Team Member Since

give your employees the opportunity and support to not only be

supporting your employees, whether it be for a promotion or a

2018

I did research on Flat World before my interview,

loss of a family member. Thank you for the amazing leaders that
you have selected. Thank you for the ‘outside of the box’ business

and I recognized that this is a company that’s next

model. Thank you for your kindness and generosity. And thank you

level. The way Dani and Bryan sold me on this

for giving me the opportunity to not only do what I love but to love

company during the interview process was exciting.

WHERE I DO IT. You all have something really great here – cherish

I recognized how awesome this company is prior

it!”

to even being hired, and I wanted to be a part of it.
Flat World prides itself on providing excellence to

Dorra Lee

the customers and to each other. A lot of companies

Team Member Since

say things like that, but you quickly ﬁnd that the

“Flat World Holdings has an amazing culture. I truly appreciate

company culture is much different. That is not

the ‘open door policy’, transparency of business operations and

the case in this company. The dedication of each

how the employees encourage each other to be successful. Jeff, Jeff

employee to each other, to our goals, and to our

& Kirk - Thank you for appreciating me being here, at previous

customers makes this company stand above all
others. We’re a team, and we’re a family. I’m so glad
to be a part of Flat World Supply Chain and can’t
wait to see what we accomplish together.
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2000

job I have never felt so valuable the way that each of you make me
feel here. I truly feel like I am an integral part of this organization!
The generosity that the three of you share with your employees
is something that I am so grateful for. I ﬁnally enjoy coming to
work!”
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T R A N S F O R M AT I O N
OF SELF

“It’s not about perfect. It’s about
effort. And when you bring that
effort every single day, that’s where
transformation happens.”
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Deirdre Guice started in 2013 as a
Truckload Brokerage Coordinator. She
transformed her career by showcasing
her leadership and AWESOMENESS
and now leads the operaions team as
the Operaions Manager.
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Bryan Curis started as a part
ime sales guy and eavesdropping
operaional mentor and somehow
wrangled his way into VP of
Operaions.
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Jane Sorensen started by trying to sell
to Ram as a consultant for compliance,
and she was snookered into becoming
our VP of Ops and Compliance driving
our Ram ops to a level of excellence.
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Rose Ann del Rio
Team Member Since

2017

“It’s only been a little over a year since I joined RAM, and I have never, in my years of career in the industry, ever felt this
grateful and appreciative; not only for the company and its leaders, but for the wonderful people I work with each day.
Before RAM, I felt like my career was the middle of the ocean, and I just always found myself swimming alone or with the
sharks, and RAM has reeled me in, and I have never felt as appreciated for what I can offer work-wise, but as a person, until
I joined this company. It’s helped my life overall, and I actually enjoy going to work, doing work, and being at work. I have
learned so much in such little time, and RAM has allowed me to be the best version of me, and it just keeps getting better.
Being with RAM is like being with my own family.”

Don Weatherford
Team Member Since

2017

“Brian - This is truly amazing!! This only happens when you have unbelievable ownership that understands how to build,
retain and promote a culture of excellence. They understand that the company they built is only as good as the individuals
that make it happen on a daily basis. When FWH employees know that ownership truly cares about them, they will do
everything possible to reward them by proving the Operational Excellence that will maintain our current business and more
importantly secure additional proﬁtable business. The larger companies (YVR, UPS, etc….) have award programs, but they fail
to make the employees feel that they truly care about them as an individual, their families and their future with the company.
FWH ownership GETS IT!!”

Kat Rowe
Team Member Since

2015

“The Flat World culture is like no other I’ve seen. I love being able to go into work every day knowing there is going to be
laughter and smiling. The support I get from my team makes me know I will be able to get through any situation that arises.
Ownership is great at treating us for our excellence and recognizing hard work. No one is a number here, we all matter and
make up this great environment we all get to beneﬁt from. Our Flat World family truly is part of my family and I love it here!”

Charlie Conners
Team Member Since

2015

“I have been an employee at Flat World for almost 4 years. In that time, I have learned how to be a better salesman, leader,
communicator, facilitator and most importantly, person. The culture that has been established by Jeff and Kirk is unlike
anything I have encountered at other organizations. I cannot wait to relay what it means to work with Flat World and its
employees, not because I want to grow my own portfolio, but because I believe that we have the best individuals who service
our customers better than any other company in the world! My job of communicating that to customers is easy as pie. Thank
you for allowing me to be a part of this team J&K. I am proud to a contributing member of FWH Family!”
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Brian Wenck started as a sales guy
and when they found out he couldn’t
sell they made him CEO. Wonder
what they will do when they ﬁnd out
he can’t CEO…
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Lauren Keppel started as a front desk
recepionist. She quickly moved to the
operaions team where she excelled.
She then showed interest in the audit
process and has now become a key
member on our audit team.
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Matt does a tremendous job for AGCO. I don’t
know how he does it sometimes. I still think
there is actually a second Matt Winslow
because one guy can certainly not do what he
does for us.

AGCO

“
”
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SHOUT OUT: Jennie
YOU ARE ABSOLUTELY
WONDERFUL!!!!
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SHOUT OUT - Ada
Not sure you know how
much we value Ada at Belle
Aire You are fantastic!

SHOUT OUT: Pam Catiller

Jessica Clegg | Belle Aire

YOU ARE THE BEST!!

”

THANKS!

Anna | Pond Co
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Mat Winslow started in Operaions handling
a very challenging freight forwarder account.
Mat never backed down from any challenge.
He brieﬂy dabbled in audit but realized his
passion was in Operaions. Mat now helps lead
the brokerage department as the Brokerage
Operaions Manager and coninues to be a
valuable asset to the enire operaions team.
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Tara Steinbach started at Flat World
as an Audit Specialist. Her atenion
to detail made her the perfect ﬁt to
move to the Hospitality Department
as the Lead Warehouse Project
Manager.
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Pam Cailler started in operaions
and quickly moved to the hospitality
department as a Project Manager. Her
dedicaion landed another promoion
as a Forecasing & Proposal Analyst.
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Dani Vitale started as a front desk
recepionist. She has an amazing talent for
markeing and graphic design. She quickly
transformed our markeing material from
ordinary to extraordinary. She now creates
internal and external markeing material as
well as sales support.
98
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Terry ‘Mac’ McManus started at Ram
to lead the Operaions and now ﬁnds
himself having set up and lead our
Warehouse operaions in STL, ATL,
and DFW, spreading excellence across
the country.
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John Eagen stated as Sales and
Markeing Analyst. His enthusiasm
and ambiion gives him the advantage
to now lead the E-commerce division
as the E-commerce Sales Specialist.
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“

SHOUT OUT: Kat Rowe

AS ALWAYS KAT – YOU ROCK!
J e s s e W a c h t e l | H i lt o n

YOU ROCK!
J o n T h o m a s | H i lt o n

”

“

SHOUT OUT - Trisha
Thank you so much.
Schaeffer values
you a lot!
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Julie Radford | Schaeffer Oil

Quiana - You are the best!

”

Chance Lowe | Warp & Phil

Meg Knese started in the Audit
Department and became an integral part
in creaing our audit process. She now
leads the audit team and is a key player by
connecing the dots between new accounts
and ensuring accurate invoices as Director
of Audit and Implementaion.
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Stacey Gallagher started out as – not
sure were you a project manager
Stacey? Now she is a Director for a
$7M business unit leading a team of
a dozen excellent people kicking but
and taking names…
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TJ Schrik started as a Project Manager
in the Hospitality Department. He
transiioned into the role of Warehouse
Project Manager where he excelled.
His moivaion and willingness to work
hard made him a superstar in sales as
Hospitality Business Development.
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LEADERSHIP
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LEADERSHIP

Leadership is about making
others better as a result of your
presence and making sure that
impact lasts in your absence.
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Mat McCullough

Nicole DePasquale
Team Member Since

2017

Team Member Since

2018

“I am grateful to have been presented with the opportunity to

“I’ve only been with RAM International for about 2

become a part of Ram International also known as Flat World!

months now, but I can tell you I already feel like a part

This company stands for a lot of things in which I believe in.
It is rewarding to have a company communicate with their
employees, acknowledge our excellence, work as a team to
come up with positive solutions, and also have everyone
wanting to work together to provide great customer service

of the family. I’ve worked with a few other freight
forwarders and they do not compare to the team we have.
I look forward to meeting many of you at the Christmas
party and creating a friendship with you all.”

to our customers. This creates a positive environment for me!
Also, although I am based out of Chicago I am grateful for

TJ Schrik

the generosity that is shown to ﬂy us out to St. Louis so that

Team Member Since

we still can all get to celebrate Christmas together as one big

“I’m so fortunate to work at a place with leaders who

“F’Ram’ily”!”

inspire me. You guys have a clear vision for where you
want to take the company. You also have the courage and

Jennie Krickl
Team Member Since

2015

2013

faith in the team to adapt to change, push limits and try

“The culture at Flat World is truly something special. Some

new ways/new ideas in order to get where you want to go.

companies discourage new ideas and feel that their current

And most importantly, you make it a priority to connect

way is the best because it has worked in past. Flat World really
encourages us to come up with new ideas and better practices.
We’re constantly trying to do what we do more efficiently, more
accurately and give our customers the best possible customer

with your employees and get us to buy into that vision. You
guys are genuinely interested in both the professional and
personal lives of all your employees, and clearly you want

service. That’s what set us apart from other companies.”

everyone to be happy to come to work at Flat World.”

Chloe Parillo

Shara Green

Team Member Since

2017

Team Member Since

2015

“Ram International is my chance. I am beyond grateful that

“Flat World is such a great place to work and I am so

this company has provided me opportunities and learning

grateful to be a part of this company. They care, make it

experiences that will last me a lifetime. I am young, but I have

fun, value the employees, and allow us to be ourselves.

learned an abundance from my leadership and colleagues.

I get excited about growing and developing within the

Ram has also given me an advancement in my career that I

company and seeing how the company continues to grow

will forever be thankful for. Overall, I’m proud to say I have

to new and exciting achievements each year. I look forward

found a great place where I can be myself, learn, and strive for

to what the future brings.”

excellence.”
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Kirk’s thoughts on Leadership:
The goal of a leader is to give NO orders, leaders are to provide direction and
intent and allow others to figure out what to do and how to get there.
Responsibility is not doing what your told, but it’s doing what is right. Successful
organizations give their people MORE responsibility NOT less.
Leadership is not about being right all the time, it’s a responsibility that hinges
on Character. Leadership is about integrity, honesty, and accountability.
Leaders say the truth, not just what others want to hear.
Power is the “transfer” of energy. Leadership is about developing others as
leaders, NOT about preserving power for one’s self.
Our people will be a reflection of us. If we don’t set direction and let our leaders
find their solutions through their own teams, then we will only be as good as the
two of us, which certainly won’t be as good as the culmination of our entire
organization.
How you do anything is how you do everything. (Zen Buddhist)
When people are disconnected from the people they work with, they become
more connected with what services their own personal agendas.
Leadership means putting the well being of others before your own.
“You can tell a man’s character by how he treats people who can do nothing for him.”
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Demetra Troy
Team Member Since

2016

“A little over two years ago, I joined the Ram/Flat World family. Initially, I was a little nervous because it was going
to be a career change. My decision to jump into a different world of transportation was because of what I learned during my
interview process ~ the company focus is on culture, on building strong relationships, communication, and caring.
In two years I’ve witnessed our company evolve in providing tailored solutions and services to our clients. From
e-commerce, web services for e-com clients, Air2Post, warehousing in various cities, consulting services for compliance… the
list keeps growing!
All of this is due to our owners, leadership, and team members cultivating our culture. I am very grateful and thrilled to
be a part of such an amazing company!”

Jusin Lundquist
Team Member Since

2014

“I ﬁrst met the bulk of my new colleagues at our ﬁrst combined Christmas party. As my wife and I looked around trying
to ﬁnd a table and feeling a little awkward up stood Deirdre and she called to me and my wife and said “You two can sit
over here with us” and in this moment I felt at ease as the night went on we chatted and I had a new feeling of welcome
in this new place. From that day forward this happened many more times amongst the other employees, that is them
making me feel welcome and a part of this great organization of people. This company is ﬁlled with a lot of really kind
and classy people. I am proud to be a part of this organization and will always remember that ﬁrst instance at our
Christmas party. Thanks Deirdre!”

Trisha Edler
Team Member Since

2014

“4 years ago I got a phone call at my previous employer from Deirdre asking me if I was happy where I was working. Of
course I thought I was, but I ﬂattered her and came in to interview with Bryan C and Eric. I had no intentions of working
for Flat World, but she wouldn’t leave me alone about it! During my interview I remember Bryan basically throwing the
paper he was following off of the desk and just letting me talk. I had them laughing and ended up running the interview
asking them questions. When I left I was starting to have doubts about really being comfortable where I was in my career.
That same day I got a call from Eric saying he was going to be sending me over my proposal. Once I accepted and started
my career at Flat World Supply Chain I realized what happy at job really was! I enjoying walking into this building every
day. I enjoy everyone I work with throughout ou
our company. Jeff and Kirk, thank you so much for all you have done to
112make this company what it is today!!”

“Don’t chase
success. Decide to
make a difference
and success will
find you.”
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GOOD TIMES

People rarely succeed
unless they have fun in
what they are doing.
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Kristopher Brown
Team Member Since

2017

“There are not a lot of work-related atmospheres that are quite like that of Flat World’s. That is because this place is a bona ﬁde
rarity- To say that ownership and upper management genuinely care about their employees is an immense understatement.
Sometimes it is as simple as a smile and a “How are you doing?” that can be the difference in making someone’s day.
However, with Flat World, the charisma management has and their work hard, play hard, positive attitude is infectious, and
it spreads office wide. The level of genuine sincerity, kindness and empathy here is barring none. I’ve never seen an office full
of individuals with such optimism as that of what I have seen with Flat World. This a pretty remarkable place that has pretty
remarkable people and my sentiment on this all began on my ﬁrst day and it really proved to me in particular, that this was a
culture that I absolutely wanted to be a part of.
As many have gone through, the ﬁrst day at a new employer is always a little nerve racking. There is a lot being presented
to you at once and there are tons of new faces that you are meeting for the ﬁrst time. I remember vividly the actions taken
by many here to slow that process down for me a little bit and actually take the time out of their busy days to ask questions
regarding my life, family, personal interests and aspirations. Just as a simple smile and a “How are you doing?” are for some,
this immediately made me feel much more comfortable in a brand-new environment. Complete strangers…new co-workers…
the family here genuinely wanted to know more about what makes me, me. It was an elating feeling and in the following days
and weeks into training, running into people that I hadn’t seen since my start date? Well, they knew me by name and without
hesitation. The exchanges during this period with each and every one of you was as if we didn’t skip a beat at all, almost like we
had been friends and/or acquaintances for years. The congeniality of everyone during that time really helped my transition and
it continues to this day. The littlest of things can have the biggest of impacts on anyone at any given time.
I know that I am probably known by most as the shy, quiet guy in the office, but I promise you that I have a lot to
say! And in closing, I’d like to say that I am very thankful and appreciative of everyone here. From ownership all the way down,
the motivation and guidance you all provide is what makes this machine a well-oiled one. I’m very proud to be a part of this
mission and call you all teammates. It’s truly amazing what an idea, a can do/will do attitude, a little risk and hard work can
transform into. I wake up each morning thankful that I am a part of this and I am grateful for Flat World bringing this great
group of people family of talent together to make that idea a reality we can all be proud of.”

Jeﬀ Tiller
Team Member Since

2016

“I have worked here for two years and outside of work they have been the hardest, most challenging years of my life. Jeff R,
Bryan, and Stacey have all come to me on separate occasions to not only check in with me and see how everything is going, but
also see what they can do to help. They have allowed ﬂexibility with my schedule, have been understanding at times when I
had to take time to address my personal life, and have provided a great amount of support when I needed it the most. I cannot
express enough how much I appreciate the leadership here and their understanding, patience, and genuine interest in their
employee’s well-being both personally and professionally. The culture that they instill ﬁlters down through employees at every
level and the team we have here is amazing. I look forward to coming to work every single day, and that’s a pretty awesome
feeling. As a result, I am more motivated than ever to do the best work I can do and represent this company in the best way
possible. My sincerest thanks to the owners and leaders of Flat World, I am lucky to be a part of this company.”
118

Angela Amato
Team Member Since

2017

“Kirk - I remember my interview with Flat World as if it was yesterday… First, I remember getting a little lost trying
to ﬁnd the building because my Apple Maps stated “You have arrived” and I was still on Technology Drive… Once
the building was located, using my excellent logistics skills, I remember walking up to the building thinking… “This
is a nice building!” As I got off the elevator there was a vibrant smiling, Kirk Ferrell standing in the waiting area. He
quickly introduced himself with excitement and joy in his voice. That was it… I knew this was the company for me…
Thank you Kirk for being the calm to my storm and giving me the conﬁdence needed to absolutely rock my interview
with Meg.
I’m sure all of us here at Flat World look forward to consistently working through the storm with the conﬁdence and
excellence Kirk has provided to us as a company.
Jeff - Jeff, Jeff, Jeff… Which Jeff? This was a constant question for me, as I would get all of them confused in the
beginning… Jeff Rothermich quickly stood out to me as the conﬁdent, observer.
He was in a meeting with the charity committee going over our options of a charity for Flat World to donate to and
ideas of how to raise money each month for this charity. He was the grounded perspective as everyone blurted out
creative ways to raise money. Some of our ideas were great, penny wars… (My idea) then other ideas were completely
shot down as they sounded like a lot of fun, but “How would we raise money?” this was a consistent observation
made by Jeff to keep us focused. Thank you Jeff for backing up our ideas that brought a positive image to Flat World
as a company and money raised for Mighty Oakes Heart Foundation.
Your ability to keep the company focused has provided a level of excellence we all should strive for.
Jeff G - Once again… Jeff, Jeff, Jeff… Which Jeff? OH… Jeff Goris… When I think of Jeff Goris… I think of… Our Flat World
Christmas party… Our charity event… Oh… Friday afternoons at the office… WAIT… These all involve having fun!
Sounds about right! Thank you Jeff for knowing how to have fun and still be professional. Going above and beyond
to show Edwin from China a good time after the Christmas party last year really made an impression on me because
not only is one more person going back to China saying they had a blast in Saint Louis, Missouri but that’s one more
person to verify Saint Louis isn’t as bad as the world has made Saint Louis out to be.
I truly believe our team of executives has what it takes to really make a difference, not only in the logistics industry
but in all industries. The open mindedness and creativity of Kirk, the conﬁdent yet patient observations of Jeff
Rothermich and the closing, fun sales aspect of Jeff Goris. Thank you all for being the living proof that excellence does
exist. Way to set the bar high for the rest of us to strive for.”
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Flat World

FAMILY
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Working in the Prologue office (before
moving into the ﬁling room), they had no
idea what to expect with 3 ladies working on
their Ping Pong table. | Brian Wenck having
to call Jeff and Kirk on the ﬁrst Excellence
Trip to tell them we were all going to be late
to the very ﬁrst meeting because we were
going out on Jet Skis.
- Meg Knese

One of the memories that stand out is last
years’ customer service week. I thought it was
really amazing to see the acknowledgement of
all the hard work everyone puts in every day.
All the work that our team leaders put in was
amazing. At the end of the week I went home
and told my kids all the games, actives and
yummy food that we had over the course of the

“When faced with a problem at
an Install for a new customer,
myself, Tara, Matt, and Bryan
stayed until 8PM on a Friday
working out a plan of action to
rescue a late shipment. Around
0630AM the next morning, I
woke up to a text from Matt
Winslow stating,” RISE AND
SHINE IT’S FREIGHT GETTIN’
TIME!” We were able to get
the item to the customer for
their install schedule. One of
many stories that remind me
how lucky I am to work on a
team that looks to help out at a
moment’s notice!”
- Shane Sullivan

week and their response was “ oh wow, your
work seems like it is so much fun!” It really is
such a fun place to work!
- Britny Wethington

The ﬁrst week I started was also the week
of my birthday and the Christmas party.
Even though I had only worked here for 3
days, several girls in the office decorated
my desk. It really made me feel good and
touched that they spent time doing this
for someone they didn’t really know yet.
It was the same at the Christmas party.
Everyone made me feel so welcome like I
had worked with them all for a long time.
- Jennie Krickl

My ﬁrst day at Flat World I got to shadow
the different departments. I realized at
that time that we really do have something
special here. Everyone I watched and spent
time with was optimistic and really seemed
to care about their portion of the process.
Even more special was how everyone
worked together. I have been around many
different office environments, but none like
this.
- Dave Helm
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T R A N S F O R M AT I O N
OF THE WORLD

Giving is not just about
making a donation. It is
about making a difference.
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WHY
WE

DO IT
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“We talk
oten about
excellence to customers,
excellence to each other, and excellence
in the community; I try to stress the ﬁrst two as
frequently as possible, because each of our daily eﬀorts of
excellence is what keeps our customers with us, and our excellence to
each other reinforces and heightens our communal excellence every
day. While this group of excellent people also do great things for
our community (beyond our group charitable eﬀorts), I probably don’t
emphasize that excellence enough. So geing this picture made me
proud to be on this persons team, and all of yours!!! Thanks
for being the excellent folks you are – let’s keep
up the excellence everywhere, and
especially in the community!”
BW
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Perfection is not attainable.
But if we chase perfection,
we can catch excellence.
- Vince Lombardi

Standing Ovation

Standing Ovation

Shout out to: Ada & Britny

I would like to thank the Audit Team for always
supporting one another and working as one team! They
continue to do a fantastic job with all the crazy
challenges presented to them. I am proud and honored
to work with each team member. Thank you!! Thanks

In today’s meeting Herff Jones mentioned multiple
times that the operations team was doing an
outstanding job. They understand the challenges
that come with their account and were very
pleased with the level of communication that
comes from Flat World. Thank you both for you
hard work and dedication to making this account a
success. Keep up the great work!

Meg Knese

Standing Ovation
Standing Ovation
I have to give a huge thank you to Ada Linhoff for
everything she does on our ops team. She
deﬁnitely has her hands full and stays busy,
however she is never too busy to stop and help the
rest of us out when it’s needed. Thank you for
being such an awesome team player! You’re hard
work and helping hands never go unnoticed!

Thank you Lisa for all of your support and
diligence with our pricing entry. You take
great pride in making sure everything is
entered accurately and on-time even if
that means working after hours to get the
job done. The improvements you have
made to our pricing processes have
created a much better experience for our
customers and our team.
Thanks Lisa!

Nikki Marco
Bryan Curtis
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The Make-A-Wish Foundaion® of Missouri
grants wishes to children with life-threatening
medical condiions to enrich the human
experience with hope, strength and joy.
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Quiana Silwell
Team Member Since

Tara Steinbach
2016

Team Member Since

2014

“I just want to say that I have never thought that

“I feel very fortunate to be part of the Flat World

I would work somewhere that I would completely

Family. This company in many ways has been such a

love. I wake up not dreading coming to work every

paramount factor in who I am today. They truly care

day. Flat World is such an amazing company to

about their employees not only for the beneﬁt of the

work and Kirk, Jeff R., and Jeff G are all wonderful
to work for. They have such pride in their company
and I feel privileged to be able to be a part of their
business that they have built from the ground up. I
look forward to the continued growth we will have
in future years.”

individuals we all should strive to be. The growth I
have seen in the time I have been here is so exciting!
It’s so refreshing to know that there is no boundary and
look forward to the years to come. I am very passionate
about the impact I can provide and thankful to be part
of a company that truly has my back. “

Meg Knese
Team Member Since

company and their clients, but for the upstanding

Lauren Keppel
2010

“Flat World has been home to me for over 8 years
now. It is hard to believe that much time has passed
and how many people have come into my life
within this place. I will never forget when we ﬁrst
moved into the Baur office and three of us were
setup in a make shift room (ﬁling room) while
the build out was being complete. At that point, I
knew it was going to be a crazy journey with the

Team Member Since

2014

“I am so blessed to be part of an amazing organization!
To be able to say that my co-workers are my family is
something that not a lot of people can say about the
company they work for. It’s truly incredible to watch
everyone celebrate the good times such as hosting baby
showers and celebrating marriage but it’s even more
incredible and almost indescribable to watch everyone

company as we made it work! With all the difficult,

come together during the tough times to help to make

unexpected situations we have been faced with over

sure that other team members are well taken care

the years, we always manage to make it out on top.

during life changing events. We all care for one another

We learn from those experiences and always come

which helps keep the positivity and the good moral

together as a team. “

going throughout Flat World.”
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The mission of the Down Syndrome Associaion of Greater
St. Louis is to beneﬁt the lives of people with Down
syndrome and their families through individual and family
support, educaion, public awareness and advocacy.
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Mighty Oakes Heart Foundaion works to support families of children batling congenital
heart defects ﬁnancially, emoionally and in ways unique to their needs. Our aim is not only
to relieve ﬁnancial burden – enabling them to be in the moment with their young warrior –
but to listen, share, uplit and strengthen them as they march on. We understand because
we’ve been there. And, we do this in love and honor of Oakes Ortyl, who bravely fought
the devastaing eﬀects of a congenital heart defect every one of his 445 beauiful days,
teaching all who knew him how to be mighty in the face of fear and uncertainty.
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FLAT WORLD

FIT
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We are

PROUD of what we have

ACHIEVED, and we are PROUD
of it in LARGE part, because a
STRONG FOUNDATION for us
means BETTER performing SUPPLY
CHAINS for OUR CUSTOMERS.
We can SERVE OUR CUSTOMERS
with EXCELLENCE because OUR
EMPLOYEES SERVE each OTHER
and their COMMUNITIES with

E X C E L L E N C E .
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And so our journey Continues...
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This book was made possible by Flat World Holdings’ Culture Committee,
Employees, Graphic Design by Dani Vitale, Julie Lynch Photography, J. Lundquist
Creative Design, as well as everyone’s opinions, objectives and tears.
Thank you for letting us have fun while doing it!
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